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Philadelphia Macaroni to the Rescue: Harrisburg
acquisition saves 43 jobs
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Philadelphia Macaroni Company, a more than
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100-year-old, family-owned company, is operating a
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new pasta-making plant in Harrisburg, saving 43 jobs
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Harrisburg Regional Chamber & CREDC recently
reported that Unilever had been contemplating
vacating the facility.
"Philadelphia Macaroni Company’s purchase agreement and business plan to
operate from this facility effectively saved 43 full-time jobs in the city of
Harrisburg," explained the Chamber.
"The Harrisburg plant was recently updated with state-of-the-art manufacturing
equipment," said Philadelphia Macaroni President Luke Marano, Jr. when
announcing the plans last year. "This facility, complemented by its dedicated and
professional workforce, is a valuable asset critical to the future development,
growth and success of Philadelphia Macaroni Company."
Philadelphia Macaroni Company was founded in 1914 in Philadelphia’s Italian
Market. Today, a fifth generation of the founding family runs the company,
headquartered in Philadelphia. In addition to the new Harrisburg plant, the
company operates factories in Warminster, North Dakota and Washington State,
and mills durum and hard red spring wheat at its Minot Milling division in North
Dakota. Besides being one of the country’s oldest pasta makers, the company is
one of the largest industrial pasta manufacturers in the U.S.
Company spokeswoman Linda Schalles declined to reveal terms of the sales
agreement in Harrisburg, but according to the Capital Region Economic
Development Corporation, the chamber’s economic development arm, the
company recently closed on a $450,000 Enterprise Zone Loan towards the
purchase of machinery and equipment at the facility.
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More hiring is expected at the plant, Schalles adds.
Source: Linda Schalles, Philadelphia Macaroni Company; Harrisburg Regional
Chamber & CREDC
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